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1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been long known that if K is a field with 2p elements, then a 
PG(2n + 1, K) possesses essentially two kinds of nonsingular quadric. 
Dickson [2, p. 2161 associates with these the groups he calls FH(2n + 2, 2*) 
and SH(2n + 2, 2*). In a PG(2n, K) there is only one kind of nonsingular 
quadric and its group is isomorphic to the symplectic group Sp,,(29, 
Dickson’s 4212, 29. Various other notations, none completely satisfactory, 
have evolved since: Dieudonne [5, p. 1181 gives a comparison. 
With certain exceptions for small n and p these groups are simple so 
their involutions are particularly interesting. Herein we classify these involu- 
tions without recourse to a group theoretic discussion of their centralizers. 
In fact our method gives us slightly more general results; namely, the classes 
of involutions of the groups obtained by demanding only that K is perfect 
and of characteristic two. 
Dickson [3] discusses the conjugacy classes of J+,,(K) and completely 
specifies them when IZ = 2, 3 and K is finite. Wall [16] gives criteria for 
the conjugacy of two members of S’,,,(K) but does not explicitly describe 
the classes. However, our results could probably be obtained for this case 
from his paper after some little work. Here they arise as simple corollaries 
of the results for PG(2n + 1, K). 
2. THE CANONICAL QUADRATIC FORMS AND THEIR GROUPS 
It is always assumed henceforth that K is a perfect field of characteristic tzeo. 
2.1. If V is a vector space over K of dimension nz -+ 1 > 2 then by a 
nonsingular quadratic form Q(z) on F’ we shall mean one which cannot be 
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expressed in less than m + 1 variables. If m = 272 + 1, then 12; pp. 197-199] 
we may choose coordinates z’ = (x, , xi ,..., :yr. , y,, , yr ,..., yn) = (x’, y’) SO 
that Q(z) is one of Q(l)(z), Q(“)(Z), where 
Q(l)(z) = x’y, (1) 
and 
Q(P)(z) = x’y + I\*,% + syYne, (2’) 
where t2 + t + S is irreducible over K. For some K, such as an algebraically 
closed K, the second type cannot occur. Dickson [2] in fact assumes that 
K is finite but the only property he uses as far as his Eq. (188) is that square 
roots exist in K, so his proof suffices for perfect K. If p is the square root 
of S and X that of p, then the substitution 
gives for Q@‘(z) the canonical form 
Q(2)(z) = x’y + p(s,s + ypz2), (2) 
where pta + t + p is irreducible over K. 
Likewise Dickson’s argument shows that if m = 212 then we may take 
coordinates z’ = (x0 ,..., x,-i , y,, ,... , yn-r , U) = (x’, y’, U) such that Q(z) is 
Q(“)(z) where 
Q@)(z) = x’y + 212. (3) 
2.2. The form Q(z) on V gives rise to a polarised form B(z, , z,), bilinear 
on I;, given by 
B(z, , z,) =~ Q(zl + z,) + Q(q) + Q(z,). (4 
z1 , zZ are said to be conjugate with respect to Q(z) if R(z, , z,) vanishes. 
To a subspace U of V corresponds its conjugate subspace CT’. Q(z) is non- 
defective [5, p. 331 if and only if I; consists only of the zero vector. From 
the forms Q(r)(z), Q(“)(z) we see this is so when m is odd; and not so when 
m is even, from Eq. (3). 
There are subspaces of V consisting solely of zeros of Q(z). The index Y 
of Q(z) is the maximal dimension of these [5, p. 341. For the forms (1), 
(2), (3) v is respectively n + 1, 12, n. 
2.3. t?‘e call the orthogonal group of Q(z) the group Onz+r : it consists 
of those (m + I)-square matrices which give automorphisms of V fixing Q(z). 
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When m = 2n, then O,,,, is [4, p. 541 the symplectic group S&-,(K) 
which is simple [5, p. 491 except when n = 1, 2 and K is the field $‘s of 
two elements. 
When m = 2n + 1 then [5, p. 651 OZnVi? has a subgroup O,f,,, of index 
two not containing the transvections of Osn+a . From DieudonnC’s proposi- 
tions 4, 8, 12 [5, pp. 65, 67, 691 we deduce that if n > 2, O,++, is the com- 
mutator subgroup of O,,,, , is generated by the squares of Ozn+s , and is 
simple. 
If 1z = v = 1, then we can deduce from Dieudonne’s proposition 11 
[5, p. 681 that the corresponding 0, + has the same properties as those for 
O& (n > 2) listed b a ove. If n = 1 and v = 2, the corresponding Oaf 
is the direct product of two special linear groups SL,(K). In fact except 
when K is F2 this 0,f is the commutator subgroup of 0, and is generated 
by its squares [5, p. 671. 0, f is [5, p. 651 always Abelian. 
3. THE INVOLUTIONS OF 02n+2 
3.1. Suppose that Z is a projective space of dimension m whose underlying 
vector space is V. Q(z) gives a quadric Q in 2. Since each member of K 
is a square the group of projectivities of Q is induced isomorphically by 
the group %+l of Q(z), and we shall always identify them. 
3.2. We now suppose that m = 2n + 1. We know from Section 2.2 that 
Q(z) is nondefective, so that if U is a subspace of V then (U’)’ = U. U and U 
give a polar pair of spaces in Z, and almost all the usual polar theory holds 
for Q. 
3.3. An involution A of Ogn+a has in Z a space L’ of fixed points; let L’ 
have dimension 2n - r. The intersection of all the primes of Z fixed by A 
is called the axis of A and lies in L’. Segre [15, p. 2341 proves this in. a 
projective setting, Dieudonne for the vector space case [5, p. 51. But a 
prime is fixed if and only if its polar point is fixed, so the axis is just L, 
the polar space of L’, which has dimension r; so 0 < r < n. 
3.4. Two nonzero vectors zr , zp of V give rise to conjugate points of L’ 
if and only if (Eq. (4)) 
Q(c-+z, + ~4 = %‘Q(zd + =?Q(z,) (5) 
for all a1 , 01s of K. 
Two points on Q are thus conjugate if and only if their join is on Q. Since 
each point of the axis L is conjugate to all the others the points of L on Q 
form a subspace of L. Further, Eq. (5) h s ows that two points of 2 not both 
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on Q are conjugate if and only if their join meets Q in a single point. It 
follows that either I, is an [r] on Q or is the join of an [r - l] on Q to a con- 
jugate point off Q: we shall say L is of the first or second type, accordingly. 
4. THE SIMPLE GROUP OF THE RULED QUADRIC 
4.1. If Q in [2n + l] has index n + 1, then by Section 2.1 we may take 
coordinates so that its corresponding Q(z) is the QuJ(z) of Eq. (1). Q is then 
its corresponding Q(i). Q(l) has on itself two families of [n-j; hence the designa- 
tion ruled. Transvections interchange these families, so the group O!,&, of 
Q(i) has a subgroup Go) of index two fixing them. 
We shall find the involution classes of Gil). This is the same as finding 
those of O&$a for the following reasons. The square of a member of Oiz+, is 
in G(l), so if n > 1, Section 2.3 shows that G(l) is O!$$ except when n = 1 
and K = F2 . For this exceptional case Go) acts on the two reguli of Q!“r 
and so by Section 2.3 both groups are the direct product of two SL,(F,). 
When n = 0, both groups consist of the 2-square diagonal matrices with 
unit determinant: this is because of Eq. (1) and Ref. [5, p. 651. 
4.2. We shall always denote by w that [?z] on Q(l) given by x’ = 0’. 
Any member of OF:+,‘,, fixing w is in G(i) and has the form (2 ,!) where A, B, C 
are (8 -+ I)-square. This projectivity takes Q(l)(z) to x’A’(Bx + Cy), and 
so we require that AC = I,,, and A’B = S, where S is skew-symmetric 
over K, i.e., symmetric with zero diagonal entries. The stabilizer of w is 
thus the set of all (,,&, (A?j& with A nonsingular and S skew. We shall 
write this element as (A; S). By direct multiplication we have 
(A, ; &)(A, ; S,) = (AlA ; A,‘S,A, + S,). (6) 
4.3. It is convenient to introduce some more notation. If a is an (I + lf- 
square matrix for some r < n we shall always mean by a,,, , a,,” the 
respective (n -b 1)-square matrices (“0 fZJ, (“0 i,). It is immediate that 
+-,,b r,l = WI,,, ; ar,lb,o = (ab),.,o ; ap,obr.,l = Cab),,, - (71 
4.4. We now consider those involutions of G(l) whose axes are of the 
first type (Section 3.4). In fact we prove 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Q is a ruled quad+ in a PG(2n + 1, K) where 
R is of characteristic tzuo and perfect. If L is an [T] on Q there are involutions 
o;f the corresponding O&,:,,, with L as axis if and only if 7 is odd; in ,u+zich case 
any two such involutions are conjugate in O& . 
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Proof. We may take Q as ,Q(” and retain the notation of Sections 3, 4. 
Oiti+, contains G(1) normally and is [4, p. 41; 7, Section 3.31 transitive on 
the [r] on Q(l). Hence we need only verify the result when L’ is the space 
~oLb~l=...==q.=o* 
w lies in L’, so any involution with axis L is in G(l) if in @,$‘+a . Further, 
since 1 is the only eigenvalue of such an involution it must, by Section 4.2, 
be of the form (In+l ; S). That L’ is exactly the space of fixed points then 
requires that S = s,,~, where s is nonsingular and skew. Hence r must 
be odd, and when this is so the involutions with axis L are exactly these 
(In+1 ; s,,,). They are involutions by Eq. (6). 
If t is another (Y + I)- q s uare nonsingular skew matrix there exists a 
nonsingular (V + l)-square matrix u such that U’SU = t. This follows since 
[4, p. 51 any two nonsingular alternating forms are equivalent. By Eqs. (6), 
(7) we then deduce that 
(U,,l ; w,,, ; G,o) q = (U,,l ; G.0) = (UT,1 ; (U’SU)T,O) 
= (u * 4,lS,,OU,,l) = on+1 ; %,O)(Uf.l ; 0). r,1 9 (8) 
Hence (In,-1 ; trto) is conjugate in G(l) to (I,,, ; s,,J. 
4.5. We next prove a similar result for the involutions of G(l) whose 
axes are of the second type. We have 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that Q is a ruled quadric in a PG(2n + 1, K), where 
K is pafeet and of characteristic two. If L is an [r] joining an [r - I] on Q 
to a co+gate point ofJ Q (zuhence r < n), there aye imolutions of Oin,, with 
axis L if and only if T is odd; in which case any t.zuo such involutions are conjugate 
in Oz+n+Z . 
Proof. Again we may take Q as Q(l). The restriction of Q”)(z) to the 
subspace of 17 underlying L is a single square so by the transitivity of O&, 
on such spaces of dimension T [4, p. 411 we need, as in Section 4.4, only 
verify the result for the particular L’ : x0 + y,, = -1~~ = ... = 1~ - 0 ‘r - 
(x0 + y. = 0 if 1’ = 0). 
w meets L’ in the [n - I] : zcn = y,, = x, = ... = x2’, = 0 which is 
pointwise fixed by any involution of G(l) with axis L, and through which 
passes one [n] of each family on Q(l). Any involution of G’l) with axis L 
must be an (a.,.,l ; S) where the diagonal entries of a are 1, the first row is 
(17 011 ,..., a,) for some tiii in K, and the other entries are 0. 
When we demand that L’ is pointwise fixed we find that a:,,S = q,,, , 
where the first column of q is the transpose of (0, CX~ ,..., CX,). Thus 
S = (a’sh-,o = s,,~ , where s is skew and has the same first column as q. 
s, and hence q, thus have the same first row as a + Ir+l, and the space 
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of fixed points is given by SW = 0 where w’ == (x,, + y0 , xT1 ,.*., x+). Thus 
s is nonsingular and r must be odd. 
If we are given such a nonsingular skew s then the corresponding a is 
uniquely determined by the first row of s. Distinct s give distinct (a,,, ; s,,J 
and each has L’ for its space of fixed points. A quick calculation gives 
a’sa = s; (9) 
and so by Eq. (6), (7) th ese elements are indeed involutions. 
A particular such s is t whose ij-th entry is 1 when j = I’ - i (0 < i < T) 
and 0 otherwise. We shall denote by b the a corresponding to t. As in 
Section 4.4 we take u so that U’SU = t. a considered as acting on an [r] 
has for its space of fixed points an [r - l] and so has u-lau. The symplectic 
group oft is transitive on the points and primes of an [r] [4, p. 7; 7, Section 71, 
so we may assume that c = u-lau and b have the same [Y - l] of fixed 
points. We deduce from Eqs. (6) (7) that 
(UT,1 ; V’ (a,, ; s,,o)(u,.,l ; 01 = (4 ; o>((au>,.,, ; (u’&,~) 
= (6.i ; oNau>,.,, ; t,,,) = ((U-W,,, ; ti.,d = (crvl ; t,.d. (IO) 
Further, from Eq. (9) we find that 
c’tc = u’a’(+)‘t+au = u’a’sau = u’su = t. (11) 
This, taken together with the relation between c and b, shows that the 
ij-th entry of c is 1 if i = j, is h f 0 for i = 0, j = r, and is 0 otherwise. 
There is ,U in K so that $ = h. If v is the (Y + 1)-square matrix 
diag(E.1, l,..., 1 , [k-l). then by Eqs. (6) (7), and a little manipulation we have 
(v,,~ ; O)@r,l ; t,,o) = ((vb),,.,, ; t,.,,) = ((vb)T,l ;v~,lt,,ovr,lj 
= cc,,1 ; t,,o)(vr~,l ; 0). (12) 
By Eqs. (lo), (12) we know that (a,,, ; s,,J is conjugate in G(r) to 
(b,,, ; t,,o> and our result follows. 
4.6. We have already mentioned (Sections 4.4, 4.5) the transitivity of 
O$ti+, on the axes of involutions of G cl). If L is an axis, then except when 
L is an [n] on Q(l), L’ contains points off ,O (I). The transvection with respect 
to one of these fixes L pointwise and is not in Go) (Section 2.3). Thus except 
when L is an [IZ] on Q(l) (and hence only when n is odd), Go’ is transitive 
on the axes of the same dimension and type as L. By definition Go) divides 
the [R] on Q(l) into two orbits. We hence deduce from Theorems 1, 2 and 
this transitivity, 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that Q is a ruled quadric in a PG(2n + 1, K) where 
K is perfect and of characteristic 2; then 
(i) If s is an odd integer aud 0 < s < n there corresponds a single 
class C, of involutions of Oz+n+z whose members have for axes the [s] on Q. 
(ii) If n is odd there correspond two classes Cn+, C,- of involutions of 
%, whose members have for axes the [n] on Q behmgi?tg, respectively, to the 
first and second family of [n] on Q. 
(iii) If s is an even integer 0 < s < n - 1 there corresponds a single 
class C, of involutions of O,+,,, whose members have for axes the [s f I] which 
join an [s] on -Q to a conjugate point oflQ. 
(iv) According as n is odd or even O,+,,, has, respectively, n + 2 and 
n classes of involutions. 
5. THE ACTION OF CENTRALIZERS OF INVOLUTIONS 
We shall require in the next section the following: 
LEMMA 4. If an involution A of G (l) has an axis L of the second type, 
then the centralizer in G(1) of A is transitive on the points of L off Q(l). 
Proof. By Theorem 3 we need only verify this when A is the (b,,, ; t,r,o) 
of Section 4.5. We take m’ as that (x’, y’) for which x’ = y’ = (1, O,..., 0). 
If di (1 < i < r) belong to K we let d be the (r + 1)-square matrix given by 
1 d1 d, - . . d,-, d,r 
0 1 0 **a 0 dr-, 
d= 0 0 1 *** 0 dr-, 
__ - __ 
0 0 0 m-e 1 d1 
0 0 0 --a 0 1 
Then db = bd and d’td = t = b’tb, so that 
Cd,,, ; tr,o)(b,,, ; t,,o) = ((db),,, ; t,,, + (b’tb),,,) 
= ((Wr,, ; t,,, + (d’fd)T,o) 
= (br,, ; tr,o)(d,,, ; tl-,o). (13) 
Thus (d r,i ; tr,o) is in the centralizer of A and 
(d,,, ; tT,o)m = (1, 0 ,..., 0, 1, d, , $ ,..., d,-, , 1 + d, , 0 ,..., 0)’ in L. 
But any point in L off Q(l) is of this form; so our result is proven. 
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If B is a second involution of G(t) with the same axis L as A, then by 
Theorem 2 A and B are conjugate by some C in G(l). It is clear that C 
must fix L’, the fixed-point space of A and B, and so fixes L. Hence we 
deduce 
COROLLARY 5. If A, B are involutions of G(l) with the same axis L which 
is of the second type, then A and B are conjugate in G(l) by an element fixing 
a pvemibed point of L off Q(l). 
6. THE INVOLUTION CLASSES OF 5&,(K) 
6.1. We shall denote by p the point of the [2n + l] containing Q(l) with 
coordinate vector p’, where p’ = (x’, y’) with x’ = y’ = (0, O,..., 0, 1). 
P is the polar prime of p. Any member of O$+, fixing p must, since it 
preserves Q(l)(z), fix p and P. 
We shah denote by H the stabihzer in O!$+,‘,, of p. The restriction of 
Q”)(z) to P is the form Q(“)(z) of Section 2.1 with u = X, = yn , and members 
of H when restricted to P give elements of the orthogonal group Oi;+i of 
Q(“)(z). Conversely, any member of O&i can be extended to a member 
of H [l, p. 161, and the only nonidentity element of H fixing P pointwise 
is the tranwection ( p} associated with p [l, p. 191. ( p} is not in G(i), which 
has index two in Oitj+l , and if A is in H then ( pj-lA( p> acts in P like A 
and so is A. Thus H is the direct product ({p)} x G(a), where 6’“’ is the 
intersection of H with G(l), and is isomorphic to the group Oiz+r of the 
section Q@) of Q(l) by P. 
We know that Gt3) is Spa,(K) (Section 2.3) and is simple except when 
n = 1,2 and K = F2 (when 1z = 0, Gc3) has order 1). 
6.2. An involution A of G(l) is in G f3) if and only if its axis L lies in P 
since this is the condition for its fixed space L’ to contain p. Since L’ is 
the polar space of L with respect to Q (r) the intersection of L’ with P is 
the polar space in P of L with respect to Q(a). 
If L is an [r] of the first type then we must have r < II - 1 since the 
index of Q(“’ is n (Section 2.2). Such an L is the one of Section 4.4, and the 
(UT,1 ; 0) of that section are in G(a) when Y < n - 1. Hence any two involu- 
tions with this L as axis are in G@), and conjugate in Gt3). 
If L is an [Y] of the second type and Y < n - I, then L may or may not 
contain p. The L of Section 4.5 is an example of the latter, and since the 
(uv.1; 0) (vr,1; Oj of that section are in Gc3) if Y < n - 1, any two involutions 
of G(l) with this L as axis are in, and conjugate in, G(3). If L does contain p, 
and it must do so if Y = TZ, then by Corollary 5 any two involutions with 
axis .L are conjugate in Gi3). If T is odd, Gc3) is transitive on these three 
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hinds of L when Y < n, and on the one type, if it exists, when F = n 
[7, Section 51. We hence deduce 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that Q is a nonsingular quadric in PG(2n, K), zuhere 
K is perfect and of clzaracteristic two, and Sp,.,(K) is considered as its group; then 
(i) If s is odd and 0 < s < n - 1, there corresponds a class D, of 
involutions of Sp,,,(k’) whose nzenzbers have foT $xed spaces the polar spaces 
of the [s] ozz Q. 
(ii) Ifs is eaen and 0 < s < n - 1 there correspond tzvo classes Dsf, D,- 
of involutions of Sp,JK) whose menzbers have jar jixed spaces the polar spaces 
of [s + 11 joizzing [s] ozz Q to conjugate points off Q azzd respectively cozztaining 
or not cozztaining the kernel p of Q. 
(iii) If zz is odd there is a single involution class D,-, whose @ed spaces 
are the joins of the [zz - I] on ,Q to p. 
(iv) Accordizzg as n is odd or even Sp,,(h’) has, respectively, $(3n - 1) 
and &3n classes of inaolzztiozzs. 
7. THE NONRULED QUA~RIC IN PG(2zz + 1, K) 
7.1. If Q in [2n + I] h as index n (Section 2.2) we may (Section 2.1) 
choose coordinates so that Q is the Q@) of Eq. (2) for some p. O!jfi+,:, will 
denote the group of ,Qr8), and G(a) the corresponding Oin‘,,, . We consider 
O$, and O!&‘+, together. 
Any member A of H fixes p (Section 6.1) and so fixes X, + yn since this 
is just ,Qu)(p + z) + Q(l)(z) + Q(‘)(p). A thus fixes x,” + yn2 = (x, + yJz 
and so is in OLz+,:, . Any element in both O&)+a and Oiz!+, fixes (x, + yJ2 
and so fixes P, and thus H is the intersection of Oiz+, and O!& . The 
only nonidentity element of O&a fixing P pointwise is {p}, so that N is 
the stabiliser in O$, of p. 
G(a) never has order two (this follows, for example, from Theorem 6) 
and is simple except when ~z = 1, 2 and K = F, (Section 6.1). G(a) does not 
contain H since it does not contain {p>, so that when @a) is simple it is 
the intersection of Go) and Gc2). 
7.2. We are now ready to prove in analogy to Theorem 3 our 
THEOREM 7. Szdppose tlzat Q is a nozzruled quadric in a PG(2n + 1, K) 
.where K is perfect and of cJzaracteristic tmo; tlzen 
(i) If s is an odd izzteger and 0 < s < n, there corresponds a single 
class C, of involutions of the O& whose members have for axes the [s] on Q. 
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(ii) If s is even and 0 < s < n - 1 there corresponds a single class c, 
of involutions of O&+, .whose members have for axes the [s + l] which joiz 
an [s] on Q to a conjugate point off Q. 
(iii) Oi+, has n involution classes. 
Proof. When K = F% and n = 1, 2 the result may be immediately 
verified from Refs. [S, p. 38; 9, p. 642; 12, p. 1041. 
For all other cases we may take Q as Q’s), and we know that G(l) meets 
Gt2) in G(3). If L is an axis of an involution of Gc2’ we may deduce as in 
Section 4.6 that G(a) is transitive on the axes of the same dimension and 
type as L, there being no [E] on Q (a). Further, since G’s) is transitive on 
the points off Q(s) [4, p. 41; 7, Section 41, there are axes of each kind in P 
whose corresponding involutions are in H and thus G(i). L must hence be 
an [r] where 1’ is odd. 
The sections of P with Q(r) and Q’s) coincide, so that the L of Sections 4.4, 
4.5 are of the same type with respect to 8”) and Q(a) when r < n. The 
transitivity of Gt2) and the arguments of Section 6.2 then complete the proof 
of the theorem. 
7.3. In fact the discussion of Section 7.2 together with Theorems 1, 2 
gives us the following 
THEOREM 8. The Theorems 1, 2 above remain true if the word +uled” 
is dropped. 
8. THE SIZE OF THE CLASSES OF INVOLUTIONS WHEN K 1s FINITE 
8.1. We assume that K has 4 = 2P members and that ,Q is a nonsingular 
quadric in a PG(2n + 1, K). 
If Y is odd then the groups G&.+,(q) 
$Cr+l, lJ;z',(4i _ 1) and Q'r+l)L/B 
and @r+,(q) have respective orders 
.::;l’fl (qzi - 1) [5, pp. 40, 491. Thus 
the number of (r + 1)-square nonsingular skew matrices over K is 
*‘A-l’/4 p;“‘” (p+l _ 1). 
The number of [s] on Q is JJLs {(s”-“+” & l)(q - IL s+1+i F l)/(*“&i _ l)} 
[14, p. 1351, the upper or lower signs occuring according as Q is ruled or 
not. In particular there are (qn+l F I)(Q” & l)/(q - 1) points on Q and so 
q9Z(q?7+l T 1) points off Q. The polar of an [s] on Q joins this to a skew 
[2n - 2s - 1] whose section with Q is nonsingular and is ruled if and only 
if Q is, so through an [s] pass qn-s-l(qn-s T l)[s + 11 of the second type 
ifs < n. 
The discussion of Sections 4.4, 4.5, 7.1, 7.2 then gives (after checking 
for the exceptional cases of Section 7.1). 
481/r8/3-6 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose that C, are as ilt Theorems 3, 7; then with the upper 
signs corresponding to Q’s being ruled, 
(i) 1f s is odd and 0 < s < n, C, has precisely 
I q(s2-l’/4(q~+l F l)(q”-5 A 1) ,J+, (q2i - l)/i’s$‘” (4”” - I) 
members. 
(ii) If s is even and 0 < s < n, C, has precisely 
I Q 
(aZ-zs+4?a-e)/4(qa+l~ 1) fj (q2i _ 1) I/ fj (*2i _ 1) 
id-s 
members, the last product mea&g 1 ;f s = 0. 
(iii) If Q is ruled, each of C’*+, C,- has precisely 
I q(n2-l)/4(qn+l - 1 > fi w - l,Q" k72i - 1) 
members when n is odd. 
8.2. We may similarly deal with 8’“) on which the number of [s] is 
~;~o{(qz(n--s+i) - l)/(q""-" - 1 )} [13, p. 1351. In particular, 8’“) has 
(q2” - l)/(q - 1) points and so qzn points of P off Q(“). The polar space of an 
[s] on 8’“) joins this to a skew [2n - 2s - 21 through p and meeting 8’“) 
in a nonsingular section. Hence through such an [s] pass q2(+s-1)[s + I] of 
the second type. We then deduce from Sections 4.4, 4.5, 6.1, 6.2, 8.1, 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that D, , DSf, D, are as in Theorem 6; then 
(i) If s is odd and 0 < s < n - 1, D, has precisely 
1 4 (A-l)/4 f$,Z(.-s+i, - l)//yh(q2i _ 1) ,i=l 
members. 
(ii) If s is even and 0 < s < n - 1, Ds+, D,- have, respectively, 
I q(s2+zs)/4 fi (q2r%-r+iLl)~/~ (4% - I), i=l 
I 
q(s2+2s)/4(q2(n-s-1) _ 1) f, (q2b-s+i) _ l)/,ff (q"i - 1) 
i=O i=l 
members, where the denominator is to be taken. as 1 if s = 0. 
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(iii) If ?a is odd, then D,, hUS 
Iql"-1'14 ~(,,,i,, - q 
(n-1) I2 
T]I (q2i I 1) 
i=O i=l 
members, tke de?KImi?Kztor being taken as 1 if n = 1. 
8.3. For q = 2 various special cases of O&+s , Spz,(K) have been 
examined, some being well known in other representations [6, 10, 11, 12, 131. 
These provide a useful check on our arithmetic! 
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